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Greetings to all of our Satanic Warriors and family in Satan.

For those lacking time, please do scroll down. The schedule is there.

The introduction is going to be important. Soon, the enemy has holidays. The usual
curses are going to be recited. Now, many people are oblivious of the things that
the enemy has done. So many people are so deceived about what kind of "enemy"
we are dealing with, or how this thing even works. Even worse, many are thrown in
a  very  unspiritual  level,  completely  oblivious  of  the  fact  that  they  are  even
'attacked'.

The  problem in  someone's  life  is  not  actually  doing  warfare,  but  not  doing  it.
Spiritual warfare, with the enemy on the earth, is as mandatory as someone having
a functional immune system.

With  so  many  curses  in  place,  which  manifest  generally  for  most  people,  it  is
imperative people do the least and at least meditate or protect themselves. The
astral is not a peaceful place as many people would have you believe, and many
places in it, and unfortunately those close to the earth, are not energetically clear at
all. It can be equated to a warzone, especially on dates where a lot of the enemy
cursing is going on.

We are offsetting this by fighting back. Eventually,  none of  this will  be left  from
them.

Many here, as a result of the JoS, the help from the Gods, and meditations, have
developed  spiritual  and  psychic  ability.  Others  had  it  inborn,  and  they  have
improved it  over  meditation.  Some Truths will  therefore be more open to  these
people than of others.

Every  so  often,  some  people  may  complain  of  "negativity".  This  "negativity"  is
thrown on many people, and some of it may be targeted because people meditate
[and  therefore  will  escape  from it  in  time].  But  a  lot  of  innocents  receive  this
negativity  at  any  given  time.  The  general  target  of  these  is  the  mass  mind  of
Gentiles, which is massacred by curses very often. These manifest in the lives of
societies, or individuals.

These are all offset and destroyed by the Final RTR, and the Tetragrammaton. It
would take us a thousand years to remove these one by one, and by the time one
is removed, they have put a thousand new more curses. The only way to fight this
chimera is to burn the heads permanently or nuke it. The Final RTR and Tetra take
these all in the garbage bin, at once.

https://ancient-forums.com/viewtopic.php?p=237220#p237220


Follow the link here for important advice on soul purity. Never forget cleaning or
protection for your soul, it must be done daily:
https://ancient-forums.com/viewtopic.php?
f=24&t=52605&p=236049&hilit=Staying+Pure#p236049

Now,  before  everything,  just  consider.  Many  idiots  in  Europe  are  saying  that
"Migrants are a blessing" and that "we need to be enriched". They heard that shit
probably in their kosher Television. The reality of how these things even occur is
through these curses, many of which are multidimensional. 

Does all negativity and insanity happen from these curses alone? Well, no, because
the enemy is not that powerful. But they have a major role in increasing negativity.
An  extreme  multitude  of  negativity  would  not  happen  were  it  not  for  them for
humanity.

No Nation should have people that are so illogical by any standards for a Nation to
want to literally be ransacked, killed, islamized, and then go extinct.

Bear in mind, in every Christian church, all these souls of the enemy, have been
reading  these things  against  the  "Sinful  Europeans"  for  centuries.  Then people
scratch their head on why all these things even happen.

This is also the same shit book of goblin jewish fables upon which the "Christians"
are basing their morals, life, and understanding of the universe. Then they complain
they get more and more fucked.

Needless to say, these people are totally retarded. We have to also fight against
this  landmass  of  deceived  fools  and  retards  fools,  who  charge  these  curses.
Spiritual disinfection is required.

To cite an example, here is a curse from Deuteronomy [aside other hundreds of
curses]:

49 The LORD will bring a nation from afar, from the ends of the earth, to swoop
down  upon  you  like  an  eagle  —  a  nation  whose  language  you  will  not
understand,  
50 a ruthless nation with no respect for the old and no pity for the young.…
51 They will eat the offspring of your livestock and the produce of your land until
you are destroyed. They will leave you no grain or new wine or oil, no calves of
your herds or lambs of your flocks, until they have caused you to perish.…

https://ancient-forums.com/viewtopic.php?f=24&t=52605&p=236049&hilit=Staying+Pure#p236049
https://ancient-forums.com/viewtopic.php?f=24&t=52605&p=236049&hilit=Staying+Pure#p236049


Needless to say, the above is only 1 single curse. Having read most of the enemy's
important works, and being aware of all the texts that are not even public, they have
to have launched hundreds of thousands of these.

More  specifically,  the  enemy celebrates  "Passover",  or  a  hoax  about  how they
attack the Egyptians. In their writings, except of the physical Nation of the Egyptian
peoples, "Egyptian" is also a code word for Gentiles who are into spirituality and the
occult, especially those who are well instructed. Such as those in this group, for
example. Here are the things they chant about people of this level of soul.

Exodus 11:4–6: 

This is what the LORD says: "About midnight I will go throughout Egypt. Every
firstborn son in Egypt will die, from the firstborn son of Pharaoh, who sits on the
throne, to the firstborn of the slave girl,  who is at her hand mill,  and all  the
firstborn of  the cattle  as well.  There will  be loud wailing throughout  Egypt –
worse than there has ever been or ever will be again."

All these curses, working "together", are promoting the enemy's goal which is global
domination of humanity and enslavement of humans.

The  enemy,  as  it's  known,  has  their  spiritual  war  units,  namely,  enemy  clergy,
pastors, rabbis, and a lot of cattle that simply reads things without understanding a
word that they say.

Gentiles have had no unit to fight for them at all. In fact, all we did have was cucks,
traitors, and a few people who studied the enemy's occult and kissed their ass. Now
we do have fighting unit.

If  this  was only  about  numbers,  this  would not  matter.  But  the reality  is,  when
people like us fight, they are drawing in supernal forces that are far more powerful
than the enemy, and have dominated the Earth for centuries. Broadly, we call this
Satanic  energy.  This  multiplies  our  power  compared  to  anyone  else.  



Lastly, when the Spiritual Warfare is being done, one must focus their mind to the
above  fact.  We  are  Satanists,  hitting  them  with  a  trillion  times  superior  force,
combined with that of our Gods. 

We bring their hand down on this earth, and down on this domain. Crushing the
enemy, now and forever.

RTR Timer:

https://evilgoy.com/

On Timing: 

When the timer is 0:00:00 = FRTR + Tetra
When the timer is 1:00:00 = Other Rituals.

Below the schedule:

*The FRTR is always Final RTR + Tetragrammaton reversal.
*Serpent Rituals means all the three Rituals given the link below.

Empowerment Dates: 

19. [Optional but those who want to start immediately] FRTR, Serpent Rituals 
20. FRTR, Serpent Rituals * [check below]
21. FRTR, Serpent Rituals 
22. FRTR, Serpent Rituals 
23. FRTR, Serpent Rituals 
24. FRTR, 42, JoS Protection Ritual
25. FRTR, 42, JoS Protection Ritual
26. FRTR, 42, JoS Protection Ritual
27. FRTR, 42, JoS Protection Ritual

Passover dates:

28. FRTR, 42, Reverse Shema, Curse Israel
29. FRTR, 42, Reverse Shema, Curse Israel
30. FRTR, 42, Reverse Shema, Curse Israel
31. FRTR, 42, Reverse Shema, Curse Israel
1. FRTR, 42, Reverse Shema, Curse Israel
2. FRTR, 42, Reverse Shema, Curse Israel
3. FRTR, 42, Reverse Shema, Curse Israel
4. FRTR, 42, Reverse Shema, Curse Israel

Empowerment and Rewards Dates:

5. FRTR, Wealth and Prosperity Ritual For Satanists, Serpent is Empowered RTR
6. FRTR, Wealth and Prosperity Ritual For Satanists, Serpent is Empowered RTR

https://evilgoy.com/


7. FRTR, Wealth and Prosperity Ritual For Satanists, Serpent is Empowered RTR
8. FRTR, Wealth and Prosperity Ritual For Satanists, Serpent is Empowered RTR
9. FRTR, Wealth and Prosperity Ritual For Satanists, Serpent is Empowered RTR
10. FRTR, Wealth and Prosperity Ritual For Satanists, Serpent is Empowered RTR
11. FRTR, Wealth and Prosperity Ritual For Satanists, Serpent is Empowered RTR

Below the schedule:

*Serpent Rituals are done in this order as in prior schedules: 

1. Reversing the Curse on the Serpent RTR
2. Serpent is Free RTR
3. Serpent is Empowered RTR

FRTR: https://www.satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/Final_RTR.htm
Tetragrammaton Destruction: https://www.satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/SHITHEY.html

Serpent Free Ritual: https://www.satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/Reverse324Ritual.htm
Serpent Empowered Ritual: https://www.satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/E712.html
Serpent Curse Removal: https://www.satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/Reverse314Ritual.htm

42: https://www.satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/Ritual_42.html
Reverse Shema: https://www.satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/Reverse_Shema_Prayer.htm
Curse Israel: https://www.satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/CurseIsraelRitual.htm

JoS Protection Ritual: https://www.satanisgod.org/JOS_Protection.html
Wealth for Satanists Ritual: https://www.satanisgod.org/ProsperityRitual.html
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